
FOR DRILLING 1" TO 6" HOLES 
Variable traverse with telescopic body 

up to 500 mm
Steel construction protected by double zinc coating.
Max work pressure: 12 bar in standard version, 25

bar in HP version.
Automatic drilling pressure control 

by adjustable spring.
Double safety limit switch.

Bleed valves on all interchangeable fittings.
Overall lenght with single traverse: 73 cm.

DRILLING MACHINE
ART.
330



The telescopic body allows to set the machine to all the possible application. Just assembling a 25 cm extension a
50 cm traverse is available: this makes this machine without doubt the best in its class. Supplied complete with a
strong steel box, ratched brace and tools, high speed steel hole saw cutters TA Type up to 3" and TAD Type from
4" up to 6" for deep drillings up to the same diameter of the pipe in steel, cast and ductile.

Vista della macchina con corsa doppia e sega a tazza
rientrata. Lunghezza totale cm 98.
Machine with double traverse and hole saw cutter
placed inside the block. Overall lenght: 98 cm.

Vista della macchina in posizione con corsa massima. 
In figura raccordo e sega a tazza Tipo TAD DN 4”.
Machine with extended traverse and N.D. 4” TAD Type
hole saw cutter.

Spare parts for Art. 330 are those (see on page 43) for Art. 30.



The main feature is the possibility of maintaining a constant drilling torque by an internal spring working
on bearings. This means quicker drilling, longer cutters life, and lower force required by the operator if
working manually. The top part of the machine can be released allowing to use extensions when the
standard traverse is shorter than required. Supplied complete with a strong steel box, ratched brace and
tools, high speed steel hole saw cutters TA Type up to 3" and TAD Type from 4” up to 6" for deep drillings
up to the same diameter of the pipe in steel, cast and ductile.

Pilot drill with coupon retention mechanism N.D. 4” → 6”.
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